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General Comment

This article is a useful contribution to the current evidence relating to a range of soil management practices in agricultural systems. My one concern is whether ‘enhancing soil health’ is the most appropriate paradigm in which to frame the study. In their
recent paper on the dimensions of soil security (McBratney et al., 2014) stated that, ‘there is little value in talking about the health of any given soil, unless there is an understanding of how ‘healthy’ it can actually be. Unlike capability, the condition [one of their five dimensions of soil security] of a soil is contemporary and is measured on a short-term management time scale’. [I would like to note here that I am not an author, nor did I contribute to, the paper on the dimensions of soil security]. The definitions of ‘soil quality’ and ‘soil health’ lack the wider framework of the dimensions of soil security and I would argue that your study largely addresses the ‘soil condition’ dimension, and it would have been better to frame it in this context which provides a more comprehensive framework for the discussion of the state of soil systems.